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Abstract—Cloud computing an emerging approach by sharing infrastructure is an overwhelming trend. While in the process of cloud deployment, the security issues can not be underestimated. Traditional Intrusion Detection System (IDS) because of lower detection rate and higher false rate couldn’t be suitable the cloud here. Extensibility is the main requirement for IDS framework of cloud environment in this paper as follows. First the cross-platform and strong isolation properties of virtualization have been fully reflected here, that is to say, an extensible VM-based multiple IDSs are deployed in each layer to monitor specific virtual component. Moreover, during the process, we also propose the cloud alliance concept by the communication agents exchanging the mutual alerts mainly to resist Denial-of-Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) - the single point attack of failure. On this basis, we have the identity certification of the communication agents to improve the reliability of the alerts. Through the comparison of simulation results, the proposed system framework has a great advantage for monitoring VMs on the detection rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing the new IT concept is being spread rapidly around the world. Cloud computing is named by the model of service delivering and using. It is regarded as on-demand scalable way to obtain the necessary service which can be Internet-based software services, bandwidth services or any other services. This is our so called cloud. The services provided by cloud computing could be divided into three types:

1) Cloud Computing Software as a Service (SaaS) provided by the cloud service provider could be accessed by the interfaces of a variety of clients. The underlying infrastructure of the cloud including networks, servers, operating systems, storage or even a single application functionality need not to be managed by the user. All customers share a single instance of the hosted application, with the virtualization system managing access. Its typical case is Google’s app engine [1], and so on.

2) Cloud Computing Platform as a Service (PaaS), this application development environment created by the tools (such as Java, python, .Net) provided by provider are automatically developed to the cloud computing infrastructure. The underlying cloud infrastructure including networks, servers, operating systems and storage needn’t to be managed and controlled by the user. The consumer could control and deploy the application and environment. For example, this type of service could be provided by Windows Azure [2].

3) Cloud Computing Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) computing power, storage capacity, network rent provided by provider is available to users. Any software including operating system and application configuration could be deployed by users. The underlying infrastructure are not be controlled or managed by users. Amazon [3] is a typical IaaS service provider.

Intrusion detection system has been developed for a long time as a security mechanism for monitoring, and resisting the intrusion. The IDS can be divided into host-based intrusion detection system (HIDS), which is used to monitor the software application of the single host by the means of verifying the operation system and checking the log file, the file system message and the connections of network as in [4]. Network-based intrusion detection system (NIDS) is often used as the non destructive way. The flow of information in the LAN area could be captured by the system and compared with the known attack signatures as in [5]. Distributed intrusion detection system (DIDS), according to the scope of intrusion, is a kind IDS designed to discover attacks on single host as well as the network which is used to aggregate data generated by individual intrusion detection systems [6]. The IDS technology could also be divided into signature-based detection and anomalous-based detection. The
former is used to describe the known attack and intrusion model and form the corresponding event model. When the audited events match the known attack, then the alert is generated as in [7]. The measurement parameters including the number of audit events, time interval, resources consumption, are often used by the latter method as in [8]. The average of measuring property will be used to compare with the behavior of network and system. Any observation outside the normal range is considered to invasion by NIDS. Owing to different deployment mechanisms, IDS can be divided into software-based IDS, hardware-based IDS and VM-based IDS [9]. Strong isolation, fast recovery, and cross-platform are the strengths of the virtualization technology. So the newly emerged VM-based IDS implementations are usually more strong, practical and convenient. In the proposed virtual cloud infrastructure, due to the highly heterogeneous architecture, the VM-based IDS new structure is the core of the paper.

Owing to the combination of the means of cloud service and the different deployment of cloud computing, it brings about the security problem generated by each layer during executing the system. In addition, new security challenges emerge such as how to resolve the deployment of the virtual infrastructure in cloud platform when virtual technology provides the flexible deployment of resource for cloud computing platform. In order to ensure the above issues are more reasonably controlled, it’s necessary to deploy IDS sensors to monitor the separated VM at each layer which is controlled by the VM management unit. In order to integrate and analyze the alerts generated by multiple distributed sensors deployed in cloud, a plug-in-concept is proposed in core management unit including collector component, database, threshold compare. They are mainly used to integrate, unify and analyze a large number of security-related events generated by sensors. Furthermore, in the paper, the single point attack of failure must be considered, that is to say, to realize cloud alliance concept by the communication agents. The alert information must be mutual exchanged by communication agents reducing the impact of Denial-of-Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS). While in order to ensure the communicate agents’ robustness so that they could not be disguised by intruders, we introduce a third party certificate module here. All above are proposed in proof-of-concept to realize the architecture.

The rest paper is arranged as follows. II describes the cloud computing involved related work. III introduces the proposed infrastructure. IV simulates about the infrastructure. V lists the future work. VI gives a brief summary.

II. THE RELATED WORK

The simple cloud model and its associated threats, virtualization technology, DoS and DDoS attack are mainly introduced here.

A. The Cloud Model, Technologies-related and Threats Vulnerably Suffered at Each Layer.

As shown in Fig. 1, the cloud architecture can be divided into four layers: the hardware layer, the system layer, the platform layer and the application layer.

1) Hardware layer: include a variety of storage facilities, network facilities, computing facilities, software, host and server. Cloud computing abstracts the infrastructure by using virtualization technology, and formats the corresponding resource pool for the user to call and all this is transparent to users.

2) System layer: the second layer in the cloud architecture includes virtualized hosts and networks. One example for this layer is the Amazon EC2 service [2], which provides virtual hosts and network to the customers.

3) Platform layer: the third layer of the cloud architecture includes virtualized operating systems as well as runtimes and Application Program Interfaces (APIs). A famous example is the Platform Windows Azure [3], which provides the users with several APIs to storage and management.

4) Application layer: the top layer of the architecture provides virtual applications. Google App Engine [1] is a known infrastructure on this layer.

So as [10] described, the specific service which could be directly used by user deployed in each layer is provided by provider with the computing technique described specifically as follows: Grid Computing which is the virtualized combination of computing power from multiple domain getting high computing resource; Utility Computing that consumers pay for computing resources as much as they use without buying them, Server based Computing that any applications and data exist in server. Clients access the server and utilize them using server’s computing power and so on.

The hardware layer which is not directly provided to users is not considered here. The system layer threats suffered easily are affected by the traditional
security methods. The user can simultaneously run on several virtual hosts which provide Linux-based and Windows-based web page and ftp file-sharing [11]. Take advantage of this opportunity, the activities of Internet users and pages viewed may be spied through cookies by some commercial companies. In addition, other computers could be controlled by using corpse programs to master what service could be used in cloud. The threats are suffered easily by platform layer especially the hacker attacks. It is also possible that the reliability of the system itself may not fully be guaranteed. The example of application layer suffering the attacks is as follows. Google Gmail service interrupted for up to four hours in February 2009 [12]. The failure is due to the data center in Europe makes another data center overload and spreads the data to other data centers when routine maintenance.

Visibly each layer of the cloud structure may be subjected to some different degrees of damage and attacks.

Another important secure threat of cloud computing is the concept of multi tenancy in VMs. Multi tenancy can be viewed as a hierarchical model, where appropriate policies are enforced on the VMs at every level leading to better governance and segmentation of the consumers. Enforcing different policies at different levels of hierarchy also leads to a secure environment for the consumers to store and access their confidential data. When the VMs are deployed on the physical server security threats always play a major role. Even during the everyday routine utilization there is always a way for the attackers to consolidate their VMs and gain control over the OS. VMs could be moved over from one host to another and has a major threat of being collapsed. While the VM is copied over the network, the state of the VM could be On, Off or suspended. In this research, different VMs need to be assigned to different users because of the possible security threats in a server virtualized environment.

In a word, the following aspects cloud-related securities need to be considered thoroughly such as credibility, reliability, confidentiality and privacy.

B. Virtualization

Virtualization technology has developed rapidly because of the rapid decrease in hardware cost and concurrent increase in hardware computing power. Several features of the virtualization are used in deploying multiple sensors in cloud environment process. In order to avoid a promised IDS sensor to be used to attack other sensors, the virtualization of IDS sensor is described in [13]. A variety of snort-based sensors in the format of plug could be used to effectively monitor virtualization components. The cloud provider wants to identify the components running in a virtual host as directly as running in their underlying architecture. It’s necessary that the virtualization technology including VM state, VM work-platform and the monitoring of the configuration information of IDS in VM need to be joined together to integrate the cloud infrastructure with the virtual context e.g. [14] virtualized the system which makes the system hard to be promised, as well as with the self-reflection of memory.

C. DoS and DDoS Attack

In order to make the computer and network deny to serve the normal service by consuming bandwidth and hosting system resources, mining program defects and providing false DNS information. For example, network communication is blocked and access to service is denied, server crashes or service have been damaged. The denial service capability of DDoS is increased through depending on client and server technology with multiple computers together as an attack platform to launch DoS attack to one or more targets and generate more attacks traffic than DoS [15].

Two primary aspects about a typical DDoS attack are as follows:

1) Initial mass-intrusion: look for the puppets. That is to say, make the internet systems that easy to damage compromised, and then install attack tools in these vulnerable systems.

2) Denial of service attack: the target system will be paralyzed, once the puppets receive an attacking commend issued by the attacker through a secure channel.

Many research papers have give taxonomy on DoS and DDoS [16-20]. All of them have analyzed DoS and DDoS attack and defense in different perspectives.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

A. VM Management Unit

The security of IDS sensors which are endowed with specific VM component of different layer must be ensured by provider [21]. Network-based or host-based sensors of different layers in virtual environment are managed by VM management unit which is a part of the core management unit. The state of VM such as start, shutdown, stop, continue, reset or update and weather the VM is running, how its platform are involved in virtual environment. The attacks related to the virtual component could be recognized by the provider with the VM management unit. The attack also could be interrupted immediately by automatic counter-measures. Multiple IDS sensors are deployed in specific layer as shown in Fig. 2 by which each virtual component security is insured.

B. Collector

Alerts generated from multiple sensors are collected by the component. Then the alert with the format IDMEF [22] has been proposed as a standard to enable interoperability among different IDS approaches. IDMEF defines a unified format for communication between IDS sensors, response systems, and the core management unit. IDMEF-Message is the top-level class for all IDMEF-Messages. Every type of message belongs to the subclass of the top-level. Alerts and HeartBeats are mainly two types of message. Within each message, the detailed information is provided by the subclass of the message class. It specifies an Extensible Markup
Language (XML)-based data model to represent the exchanging data between IDSs [23]. The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simplified version of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), the syntax for specifying text markup defined by the ISO 8879 standard. XML is gaining widespread attention as a language for representing and exchanging documents and data on the Internet, and as the solution to most of the problems inherent in HyperText Markup Language (HTML). XML is met language—a language for describing other languages—that enables an application to define its own markup. XML allows the definition of customized markup languages for different types of documents and different applications. A message with the type of IDMEF message is the part of IDMEF library which is based IDMEF XML scheme by RFC [23]. However due to the highly heterogeneous architecture, especially VM-based new structure IDMEF is inevitable.

C. Analyze & Compare and Threshold Computing

The alerts unified by the front component are passed to database to compare with the signatures. If the type of packet is correspondence with the one listed in the database, then the alert is considered to be anomaly and to be dropped. Otherwise the alert is continued passed to threshold computing. Thus, the time comparing is saved and the detection efficiency is promoted.

The threshold computing formula is described as follows:

\[
\text{Threshold} = W + U \times V .
\]  

(1)

W means the average of the same type alerts received during a specific time interval. U means the standard deviation. V is a constant dynamically determined by administrator. If the result computed is larger than the specific threshold, then the packet is considered to be anomaly. Last the alert forwards two directions: firstly, the rule of the alert is added into the database shown in Figure 2. Second in order to avoid the single point attack of failure, the alert is continued to be transmitted to communication agent communicating with other cloud region’s communication agent. Reducing the communication overheads among IDSs and improving the accuracy of the alerts are the main priorities of the component. The reliability of the system will be improved owing to that false alerts and communication overheads caused by message exchanging are reduced remarkably.

---

**Figure 2.** The core management unit
D. Certification Module

Before the alerts are exchanged among communication agents of different cloud regions through the internet, we introduce an improved Kerberos protocol certification [24] module as the third party in figure 3 to ensure the communication agents’ true identities.

First of all, the key components of the module are described specifically. Followed by is the introduction of the entire workflow.

Certificate Authority (CA) which is the third party trusted organization provides information security service for the network agents and equipments. Authentication Server (AS) could confirm the agent’s identity when the agent logs by sharing a key with each user. Ticket Granting Service (TGS) distributes the ticket for the communications among agents. So that the application server believes that the holder of TGS is as same as it claims.

The specific workflow of the module is as follows (the detailed description of (1), (2), ....., in Fig. 3 is accordance with the followed 1), 2) .......) :

1) The agent requests the key certificate of TGS for CA by sending its public key, agent’s server name and the server name of TGS.
2) After checking the agent’s legitimate identity, CA issues the public key certificate attached with the key certificate of the information server of agent’s TGS and issuance time for agent and TGS, through the public key.
3) Each time when agent needs to use the service in application server, generate an authentication code containing the user name, time stamp and additional session key from the AS.
4) After receiving the request, TGS decrypts the license ticket with its own private key for attaining session key, decrypted Authentication Code (AC) and verifying the validity of the timestamp. While, TGS confirms the legitimacy of the agent, the license ticket containing the session key to agent whose responsibility is decrypting the new public key certificate with own private key to get the public key and session key of TGS.
5) Agent encrypts the AC by use of the session key, then re-encrypts with private key. At last, after agent using the server’s public key to encrypt its own public key and ticket, it is sent to TGS server. So here, we achieve a two-factor authentication, that is to say, Kerberos’s session key certification and CA certificate authentication.
6) After the TGS server decrypts the got information with private key to obtain the agent’s public key, other information is also decrypted to verify the agent’s identity. What’s more, the TGS server return a ticket and time stamp encrypted with private key to agents. So that after the more secure recognition based on the two-factor authentication, the two sides can communicate through the secure channel.

E. Communication Agent

In order to avoid the single point attack of failure, alert coming from the threshold component is passed to another cloud region’s communication agent by the Internet. Then the received alert is further judged the reliability of alerts as the following formula:

$$\frac{\text{#number of IDSs sends the same alert}}{\text{#number of IDSs in the cloud}} > 0.5 \quad (2)$$

If the result is larger than 0.5, the packet is considered to be anomaly. Meanwhile its rule set is sent to database and the alert is passed to other cloud region communication agent.

So through the component we know that if the packet is passed the component frequently, the attack will be found and then this type of packet will be dropped. And the single point attack of failure will not be occurred.

IV. SIMULATION

To test the feasibility of the above mentioned architecture, we simulate the experiment. It consists of two servers I and II to simulate the two different cloud regions, at the same time, VM-based intrusion detection system is set up. Server-I with the IP address 202.113.73.150, executes two VMs including F-Secure sensor [25] and snort sensor and server-II with the IP address 202.113.73.183, executes three VMs including two Samhain sensors [26] and one snort sensor. The five different IDS sensors are separately used to supervise the local malicious or filter the network traffic. The basic configuration of each server is 2GB memory, 500GB hard disk and 2GHZ CPU and on-chip TPM v1.2. The third server as an attacker firstly launches attacks like TCP/IP packets, SYN flooding [27] to the servers in the format Network Mapper (NMAP) to scan the ports. We also compare with the NIDS system deployed in the cloud. Our measuring framework will incur additional, un-avoidable computing overhead. In cloud computing,
many applications run concurrently. Generally, the measuring framework would affect parallel programs more than sequential programs, so we tested parallel programs. The experiment results are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Source Address</th>
<th>Target Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secure sensor</td>
<td>malicious code found in /file/root/text</td>
<td>2011-06-20 null null</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short sensor</td>
<td>portscan/CP Portscan community sip</td>
<td>2011-06-20 202.113.76.183 202.113.76.191</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short sensor</td>
<td>TCP/IP message flooding directed to</td>
<td>2011-06-20 202.113.75.150 202.113.75.183</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure sensor</td>
<td>malicious code found in /file/root/text</td>
<td>2011-06-20 null null</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. The simulation result

As shown in Fig. 4, the working state of the whole architecture can be viewed by user. The end user can also inspect each IDMEF alert directly for the detailed information of the alert. Further, the IDS and VM on this platform can also be detected by the end user.

V. FUTURE WORK

The realization of this proof-of-concept is only just beginning in the domain of the VM-based IDS system in the complicated cloud computing environment. First of all, the virtualization for alerts can be further regulated to enable different approaches for analyze & compare component, such as labeling, filtering, classification. The other interesting research point is the possibility of implementing counter measures by use of VM management unit. It is possible that new correlation methods will also be needed, by taking the special allocation and related components of the cloud computing framework into consideration. Moreover, in order to truly realize the allocation, enforceability and scalability problems need further to be considered. So far, this frame-work has only been implemented in several physical machines. Because clouds involve multiple computers (servers) cooperating with each other, further research should focus on a measuring framework applicable to multiple physical machines followed by a number of unexpected problems.

VI. CONCLUSION

Considering the complexity of the cloud security architecture, a extensible VM-based multiple IDSs are deployed in each layer to monitor specific virtual component and the core management unit are constructed by multiple plugs satisfying the IDMEF standard to realize the ideas of virtualization and cloud alliance which is mainly used for avoiding the single point attack of failure. That is to say, the large scale attacks to several users may be detected easily by related and mutual alerts passed by communication agents. To further ensure the alerts could be sent to communication agent of another cloud region, the certificate module plays an important role here.
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